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» thousand eyes, and holding the thunder-holt in her left
hand, while Chamunda should be sculptured as having
made arfoot stool of the dead body of a man, and as possess*
ed of three eyes sunk in their respective sockets, and as a
woman who has lost ail flesh, and has been reduced to
skeleton, with hairs angrily standing tip erect on her head
and wearing a tiger's skin round her extremely emaciated
belly,—her left arms being equipped with a Pattisha (spear)
and a haman skull, a .trident and a small sword (karti)
being in the other two (21—22). Beniak should be made
as having the body of a man, and the head of an elephant
and possessing a huge trunk and a belly. He should be
endowefj with the sacrificial thread peculiar to a Brahmin,
and known as Upabita* His face or mouth should measure
seven *alas in breadth, while the trunk should be made
to measure thirty-six fingers in length. The neck should
have a length of a kaia and a half, with a girth of about
twelve k*las. The region of the throat should be made thirty*
* six fiagers in length and the space about the region of the
anus should have a breadh of half a finger (23—2$). The
space about the region of the Umbilicus shall measure
twelve iagers; and similarly the feet, and the space between
the calves and the knee-joints, shall respectively commen-
surate with the naval region. He should be represented
as fcaviag made an axe of one of his own tusks, and holding
the same in his right hand, while a loddock (a hail of sweet
meat) a«d a lotus Sower should be placed is his two left
bawls (26). The image of S&Huia, the CommaBder-in-Chief
taf the celestial forces, and who is also known as Shakha and
Btsfcaka, and is tbe lord of Cbe universe, should be represented
as a boy possessing two i£ns and riding on a peacock, with
tfce mage* «f Su**kki and Bid&l&ksi installed on bis two
The god may be represented as endowed with one or
face* «r possessing *fSc or'twelve baods. Bat ia a wood
it* image jsfaotiki be made to appear with two

